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Does Anyone Know What’s Happening on December 1, 2019?
Patriots are 13-0!
We’re still cleaning up from another Red Sox World Series parade
...Your Holiday Weight Gain has begun
USP 800 Pharmacy Regulations Go Into Effect!!!
Pharmacy Renovation Strategies

1. Build New Pharmacy While Existing One Operates

2. Use Temporary Pharmacy While You Renovate the Existing Facility

3. Phased Renovation of Existing Facility
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #1

Build New Pharmacy While Existing One Operates

- Available swing space
- Correct adjacencies
- Single phase of construction
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #1

Saint Francis Hospital and Medical Center
SMILOW CANCER CENTER
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #1

Lawrence General Hospital

Pharmacy

NEW

EXISTING
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #2

Use Temporary Pharmacy while you Renovate the Existing Facility

- Available space for temporary pharmacy
- Extra costs and construction phase
- Operational Challenges
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #2

Brigham and Women’s Hospital
POP-UP MODULAR PHARMACY
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #2

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute

DFCITEMPORARY PHARMACY POD
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #2

Dana-Farber Cancer Institute
TEMPORARY PHARMACY
Phased Renovation of Existing Pharmacy

- Operational challenges during construction
- Multi-phase = more time + more money
- Space requirements of existing and new must align
Pharmacy Renovation Strategy #3

Cambridge Health Alliance
Cambridge Hospital Pharmacy
One size does NOT fit all
Questions?